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ABSTRACT 

Ennis, G. P., and P. W. Collins. 1983. A computer program to assess egg 
production per recruit in a lobster (Homarus americanus) population. Can. 
Tech. Rep. Fish. Aquat. Sci. 1198: iv + 15 p. 

A computer program which estimates the numbers of eggs produced per female 
recruit in a lobster population is described. The layout of the input file and 
an explanation of the parameters, a listing of the program and a sample of the 
output are provided as appendices. The program is run with various 
combinations of recruitment length (minimum legal size) and fishing mortality 
(exploitation rate) thereby providing a basis for assessing the impact of 
changes in size limit and/or exploitation rate in a lobster fishery on the 
production of eggs in the population. 

Key words: lobster, egg production per recruit, assessment 

RESUME 

Ennis, G. p., and P. W. Collins. 1983. A computer program to assess egg 
production per recruit in a lobster (Homarus americanus) population. Can. 
Tech. Rep. Fish. Aquat. Sci. 1198: iv + 15 p. 

Le present rapport decrit un programme informatise pour 1 I estimation du 
nombre d'oeufs produits par femelle dans une population de homards. Le 
topogramme du fichier d'entree, une explication des parametres, un listage du 
programme et un etat imprime type constituent les annexes. Le programme est 
execute avec diverses combinaisons de longueurs au recrutement (taille legale
minimum) et de mortalites par peche (taux d'exploitation), generant ainsi une 
base pour llevaluation de l'incidence des changement de la limite de taille ou 
du taux d'exploitation au cours de la peche du homard sur la production d'oeufs 
dans la population. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The basic management tools commonly employed in lobster (genus Homarus) 
fisheries are a minimum legal landing size (size limit) and effort limitation 
as a means of controlling exploitation rate. In theory at least, MSY can be 
realized from a population of ·lobsters if such regulatory measures are 
properly applied. However, it appears that the situation in most lobster 
fisheries can be represented by a point well to the right of MSY on a general 
production curve (i.e current landings are well below MSY and fishing effort 
is well in excess of that at MSY). 

There are two facets to achieving MSY from a population. One is 
to maximize yield per recruit, the other is to maximize recruitment. Lobster 
fisheries are characterized by high exploitation rates and assessments have 
clearly demonstrated that, with existing size limits, yield per recruit is 
substantially less than maximum (Anon. 1977, 1979; Anthony and Caddy 1980). 
In addition, existing size limits are generally below the size at which most 
females lay eggs for the first time and with the excessively high 
exploitation rates that prevail in most areas, widespread recruitment 
overfishing is a distinct possibililty. In fact, recruitment overfishing 
appears to be the cause of stock collapse in certain areas of Eastern Canada 
(Robinson 1979). 

Stock-recruitment relationships as such are poorly known for the genus 
Homarus, however, since current levels of landings are well below historical 
levels in most fisheries, it is reasonable to assume that, within the limits 
of habitat carrying capacity, increased egg production will result in 
increased recruitment. While it is clear that increasing the minimum legal 
size and/or reducing exploitation rates will result in greater numbers of 
eggs produced, it is only in very recent years that the detailed biological 
information required to properly assess the impact of changes in these 
fishery regulatory measures on egg production within a population have become 
available. 

The purpose of this paper is to describe a computer program which has 
been written in order to carry out egg production per recruit analyses using 
the kind of information being obtained from studies of lobster population 
biology in Newfoundland waters. 

BIOLOGICAL BASIS OF THE ANALYSIS 

The biological concepts on which this egg per recruit program is based 
are very similar to those developed by Caddy (1979) in his relative 
population fecundity analysis. In the two analyses, however, there are 
different approaches to the way mortalities and growth are handled. Also, in 
the program presented here, there is provision to account for egg loss over 
and above that due to normal attrition as well as for those females which 
molt and extrude eggs in the same molting/spawning season. 

The analysis is carried out as a chronological sequence of annual life 
history and mortality events which begins subsequent to the annual spring 
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fishing season and just prior to the annual molting/spawning period in 
summer. Initially, 1000 non-ovigerous females are distributed evenly at 1 mm 
size intervals over the 71-80 mm carapace length range and the sequence of 
life history and mortality events is repeated until these have disappeared 
from the population as a result of fishing or natural mortality. The 
analysis begins by estimating the number of individuals at each 1 mm Cl that 
will extrude eggs during the molting/spawning period in year one. This 
estimate is obtained using a proportion derived from a functional size
maturity relationship (logisitc equation relating % mature and Cl) which is 
based on detailed examination of pleopod cement glands done prior to the 
molting/spawning period as a means of determining whether individual animals 
will extrude eggs that year (Ennis, in press 1 ). This relationship is 
represented by a sigmoid curve which sometimes does not fit the data very 
well at the upper and lower ends of the size range. In this analysis 100% 
maturity is assigned to those sizes at and above which the data indicate this 
to be the case, instead of assigning a lower percentage derived from the 
equation. 

Some female lobsters molt prior to extruding eggs during the same annual 
molting/spawning period (Aiken and Waddy 1976,1980). In annual (since 1975) 
shell condition sampling done at Arnold's Cove, Newfoundland following the 
molting period, the number of ovigerous females with new shells has ranged 
from 6.5 to 38.5% of the total number of ovigerous specimens examined (Ennis 
1980). These have generally been smaller animals within the overall size 
range of ovigerous specimens and it was suggested that those females which 
molt and extrude eggs in the same year a"re spawning for the first time. 
These data have been examined in some detail and it has been found that the 
incidence of molting and spawning in the same year declines witn increasing 
size. The data were subjected to probit analysis and a good fit obtained 
(p > .99). The resulting equation (Y = 27.751 - 0.3072X) is used to 
determine the number of those females which will extrude eggs in year one 
that mol t before do-i ~g so. The number of eggs produced by these females is 
determined from the size-fecundity relationship using their postmolt length. 

Estimates of proportions molting amongst those females which do not 
extrude eggs in year one are obtained from a relationship derived from molt 
predictions based on pleopod examination early in the molting/spawning period 
for non-ovigerous females but excluding those females whose pleopod cement 
glands indicate egg extrusion to be imminent. A quadratic regression was 
fitted to such data obtained from sampling at Arnold1s Cove during June 9 to 
July 15, 1983 and the following equation obtained: 

Y = -330.3593 + 13.5685X - 0.1073X2 with R2 = .99. 

The postmolt sizes of lobsters that molt are determined from a premolt
postmolt carapace length relationship obtained from sphyrion tagging (Ennis 
1972, 1978). 

No reliable estimates of natural mortality in lobsters are available but 
the general consensus reached by the ICES Working Group on Homarus Stocks is 
that it can be expected to be less than 10% annually for lobsters at sizes 
around the existing minimum legal sizes (Anon. 1977). One would expect most 
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natural mortality in lobsters·to be associated with molting and in this 
analysis a 10% natural mortality rate is applied only to those lobsters that 
molt. lobsters not molting in a particular year are subjected to a 5% rate 
of natural mortality. 

Sphyrion tagging at Arnold's Cove in summer 1981 revealed that around 
15% of the females which extrude e~gs loose practically all of them over the 
incubation period (Ennis, in press). Accordingly, the numbers of females 
which were estimated would extrude eggs were reduced by 15% to account for 
this egg loss. This percentage was applied uniformly with respect to size. 
Normal attrition of eggs over the 9-12 month incubation period has been 
estimated at around 36% (Perkins 1971). This egg loss is accounted for in 
the analysis by virtue of the fact that the size-fecundity relationship used 
to estimate the numbers of eggs produced is based on egg counts for ovigerous 
females taken near the end of the incubation period (Ennis 1981). 

In addition to attrition of eggs over the incubation period, some female 
lobsters molt shortly after extruding thereby loosing the entire clutch of 
eggs (Ennis, in press 2 ). This egg loss is accounted for in the functional 
size-maturity relationship. In a tag-recapture validation of egg extrusion 
predictions (based on cement gland staging), the only incorrect predictions 
recorded were for 2 out of 9 (22%) females with stage 2 cement glands (for 
which egg extrusion was predicted) which were not egg-bearing (but had 
molted) when recaptured prior to the following molting/spawning period. It 
is assumed that these ~NO lobsters extruded eggs as predicted and lost them 
when they molted soon afterwards. Accordingly, in the data on which the 
functional size-maturity relationship is based, 22% of the animals with stage 
2 cement glands were considered immature (Ennis, in press 1 ). 

So far the analysis has proceeded to the spring of year two and an 
estimate derived of the number of eggs extruded in year one that remain in 
the population and from which larvae will hatch dur'ng the summer. Except 
for those at the 71 and 72 mm carapace length intervals, most lobsters that 
molted in year one would have grown to or beyond the minimum legal size 
(81 mm Cl) and at this stage in the analysis, except for those that laid eggs 
shortly after molting or were lost as a result of natural mortality, are 
subjected to fishing mortality. Egg-bearing females are protected from 
exploitation. In this analysis those females (15%) which loose their eggs 
over the incubation period are protected from exploitation as well because 
the presence of even very small numbers of eggs would make them illegal. All 
of these egg-bearing females (including those that loose their eggs) molt 
during the molting/spawning period in year two, are subjected to 10% natural 
mortality, and the survivors are subjected to fishing mortality during the 
fishing season in year three. For all other females remaining following the 
fishing season in year two, the initial stage in the analysis (i.e 
determining numbers that will extrude eggs during the upcoming molting/ 
spawning season) is now repeated and followed by the subsequent steps in the 
analysis. 
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The foregoing sequences are repeated until the 1000 individuals with 
which the analysis started have been removed from the population. The 
numbers of eggs produced and carried through the incubation period are then 
totalled. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAM 

The program is written in Fortran IV and is very similar to the one 
developed by Ennis and Akenhead (1978) to assess yield per recruit in 
Newfoundland lobsters. Each component of the annual cycle of life history 
and mortality events is handled separately and in chronological order. 
Provision is made for different natural mortality rates for molters and non
molters, for the protection of egg-bearers from fishing mortality, for 
different growth rates for egg-bearers and non-egg-bearers, and for egg loss 
over the incubation period in excess of that due to normal attrition. In 
addition, special treatment is provided for females that molt and lay eggs in 
the same year. 

The organization of the program is shown schematically in Fig. 1. 
The layout of the input file and an explanation of the parameters are 
provided in Appendix 1 and Appendix 2 is a listing of the program. 

APPLICATION OF THE PROGRAM 

The program is run with various combinations of recruitment length 
(minimum legal size) and fishing mortality (exploitation rate) thereby 
providing a basis for assessing the impact of changes in size limit and/or 
exploitation rate in a lobster fishery on the production of eggs in the 
population. The output (sample provided as Appendix 3) includes an estimate 
of the number of eggs carried to hatching produced by the 1000 females with 
which each analysis begins over the period that they remain in the population 
with a given combination of size limit and exploitation rate. Also included 
is an estimate of the numbers of eggs produced by these females at sizes 
smaller than the minimum legal size being considered. 
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APPENDIX 1: INPUT FILE LAYOUT AND EXPLANATION OF PARAMETERS 

RECORD LENGTH: 80 columns - card image 

Card No. Parameters Fonnat 

1 LIST (20) 20A4 

2 SLEN, FLEN, AMORT, BMORT 2F 3.0, 4F 5. 0 
CMORT, EGLOS, AFEC, BFEC 4FlO.0, 13 
AGR, BGR, IRUN 

3 GDIST (10) 10F8.0 

4 FSTRT, FSTOP, FINCR, RECLEN (5) 8F8.0 

5-12 PROLAY (80) 10F8.0 

13-20 PROMLT (80) 10F8.0 

21-28 GROLAY (80) 10F8.0 

29-36 PIN IT (80) 10F8.0 

1) LIST Header of input file. 

2) SLEN 
FLEN 
AMORT 

BMORT 
CMORT 

EGLOS 

AFEC 
BFEC 
AGR 
BGR 
IRUN 

-


-



Starting carapace length (mm). 
Last carapace length (mm). 
Proportion of molting component surviving natural 
mortality. 
Proporiton of laying component surviving natural mortality.
Proporiton of old shells (i.e. those which neither molt not 
lay) surviving natural mortality. 
Proportion of successful layers that eventually lose all 
eggs before hatching. 
Intercept of length-fecundity regression (10g10).
Slope of length-fecundity regression (log 0). 
Intercept of premolt-postmolt regression [arithmetic).
Slope of premolt-postmolt regression (arithmetic). 
Number of years (cycles). 

3) GDIST - Distribution of growth scatter around postmolt mean length, 
derived from deviation around growth regression. 
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4) FSTRT 
F.STOP 
FINCR 
RECLEN 

-
-
-
-

Starting exploitation rate. 
Final exploitation rate. 
Increment of change for exploitation rate. 
Recruit carapace lengths (mm) (maximum of five for each 
run). 

5-12) PROLAY - Proportion of population. laying eggs each length, derived 
from logistic equation relating % mature and CL based on 
pleopod cement gland development (see Ennis, In press). 

13-20) PROMLT - Proportion of nonlaying component molting each length, 
derived from quadratic equation relating % molting amongst 
non-ovigerous females not going to lay egs and CL. 

21-28) GROLAY - Proportion of laying component that also molt in same year 
each length, derived from probit equation based on 
incidencce of new-shelled ovigerous females in relation to 
size from fall sampling. 

29-36) PINIT - Initial population 
length 71-80 mm). 

numbers each length (start with 100 each 
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APPENDIX 2: PROGRAM LISTING 

FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 21 ~'A I N 

C ***********************************.**••••• ***.*** •• **_*n*
 
C LOHS T ER FGG PEH RE CRIJ J T PROGRAM
 
C ***•• *-*.-*****************.****.***********-******.****.*
 

0001 INTEGER ,IST(201,IGROW(AOI NUMLEN,IRUl'l.ICNTR 
0002 ~EAL RFC.LEf'.l(SI.POP(80) /80*O.O/.PROLI\Y (1101 .PROMLT (AnI 

I~ {) 0 0 3 ~EAL- - GATf-'l=W R-O-~.. F-E-C--H~0 l-.P~ Nl. ..r:-(A'O-l-,.LH.njt.4-....(l...t-~.-Gn-J !;U-l-.O-l-.,Ll-lLI1n..• .,L --- 

n004 REAL AMOnT,RMORT,CMORT,EGLOS.AFFC.RFFC.,AGR.RGR 
0005 REAL FSTRT,FSTOP,FINC.R,STARTN.NONLAy(nnl ,NFGGS("O),PRFG(Rnl 
000t=, REAL HATr:HS(B()1 ,LOSfRS(sOI .LOST(AO) .NO~"OLT(f'OI.'\IBOTH(fHlI 
0007 REAL HoLn(AOl ,MOLTFRPHll .POPLAY(80)/nn*n.0/,GIWLAY(Rnl 
OOOA ;:?EAL -J11C;LAV(BOl 

C ~**********************. 
C 

1---- -----c- I R-S~----1--J-Mf--l-H~l::J-1--- 5K-IP-RF-I"t-I-l-I-A-L-~A+-I-{)I+-f:

OOOQ GO TO 304 
C 
r REINTTJALIZE STORAGE FOR NExT nATASFT 

0010 ~OO DO ,01 I=l,NUMLfN 
0011 POplIl=O. \!) 

0012 pINITlII=O. 
0013 HATCHSlll=O. 

I -00-1-4 POpL--A-¥-C--l-+=G-O,-w--------------------------------- 
0015 NROTHlII=O. 
0016 JUSLAYlIl=O. 
0017 NEGG5111=O. 
001A PRFGlIl=o. 
001Q NOl'ILAYlI)=Q. 
0020 LOSERS(Il=O. 
0021 LOSTlIl=O. 

l-- --0-0 2-?- -- 30--1- NAtvtOL4-(+}-:4)-w-----
002, DO 3D? 1=1,10 
0024 302 GOy5Tlll=0. 
0025 DO ~03 1=1,2 
002~ 303 REr-LENlI)=O. 
0027 ,04 CONTYNtJE 

C 
eREA 0 T I 11 E - - - I 0 I I N r- 0 L U 1'-1 1'1 11 U G I V E S fl ETA I L F. n nil T PUT 

1----002-8 ·-----iRFAf)+c:;-,-?-.- €-N8=a (}-5-)-l::--f5-f I 

002C) GO TO ,Of, 
0030 ·305 STOP 
0031 306 CONTINUE 
0032 WRITF(F,~?ILI5T 

C 
C READ START LfNGTH,LAC;T LENGTH,MOLTING SURVTVORSHIP. 
C LAVERS 5Uf~VIVORSHTP.OLO SHELL SU~VIvOr.>SHTP. . 

I ---(;--- - F(;G-LOS5--M(}R-T-A-l-f T y ..-I N-T E RCEP T· A1'.II+'->'!:.:·OPF- OF:- F-1:r-ql>.l~) l T-¥- -- _ .. -- 
C RF G. I LOG 1 0) , I N T FC~ C E f:' TAN [) 5 LOP F 0 F GROW T H REG. ( J\r~ T r HI. 
C NIJMnER OF YEJ\RS. 



-------
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 21 """IN 

C 

C 
C 

0042
 
0043
 

I-'c o
C
 

0044
 
-- - ._-- c;----

C
 
0045
 

C 
c:
 

0046
 
c 
r: READ INJTII\L POPllLATTr'l/\,J DISTRI~UTI(m 

- 004 --------~~An-f5 ,5-1~p...I-N+~(·..J-.)_·,-l ,",+~I)MI.:f::~\q II 
00413 20 CONT J I'JUF
 

C
 
C CALCULATE VECTOR OF FECUNOITY FOP LFNGTHS
 
C PRINT HF"OER FOR INPllT DArA
 

0049 wRITE (",4.)
 
0050 AFFC=lfl ..... AFF.:C
 
0051 STI\RTN=O.
 

-0052 --- f)O- H···J=-l-,-NUb4LEN---------- ~--- - . 
0053 FfC(I)=t.t.FEC*FLOAT(LS+T)**AFEr.
0054 IGnOW(I)=AGR+AGR*FLOATILS+Il 
0055 IL'=I.S+1 
0056 WRYTF(6,3) IL,pHIIT([) ,PR()~LT(Tl ,pr~OL.AY(Il ,GROLAYlll, 

+IGR()W(Y) .FE::C(Il
 
0057 S T f.t, nT t-I =S TAR T N+ P I ~ TT ( I )
 
0050 1 1 CONTYNllF.:
 

--- -{; ------- ---- ------- _. ------_..•..•. _--- ---- 
CALL ilATA NOW INPIJT
 
C SET UP FySHING RATE lOOP ANO CHFcK FOR MORF VALUES
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n
 

FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 21 MAIN 

C IF NnNF RETURN FOR 
0059 ICNTR=O 
0060 19A CONTINUE 
0061 ICNTq=rC~TR+l 
0062 IF(ICNTR.GT.5)
9063- I-F-t-~F-C-t::E·N-(-l-C-N-T-H.).-..~

0064 LR=IFIx(RECLEN<lCNTRI I 
0065 FMORT=FSTRT-FINCR 
0066 200 FMORT=FMORT+FYNCR 
0067 IF(FMORT.GT.FSTOP)r.OTO 

c 
C SET UP Fn R LOOP 

0068 TfGGS=l.E-lO 
f----0069 - TNUM=O.
 

0070 TC~T=O.
 
0071 TPQfG=1.E-10
 
0072 TH~T=O.
 
0073 DO ?? I=1,NUMLEN
 
0074 HATCHS(I)=O.

0075 pnPLAY(II=O.
 
0076 JUSLAY(I)=O.
 

110 (} 1'7 ~mO-+-...-t-l·)~-::-{)o ......
0078 NFGGS(II=O.
0079 PREG(I)=O. 
0080 NONLAY(I)=O.
0081 LOSERS(I)=O.
0082 LnST(I)=O.
00A3 MnLTER(II=O.
0084 NnMOLT(I)=O.

---0085-- 22 --PAP--t-l-}-=-R·J..N I-l+l)
 
0086 WRTTF(~,16)FMORT.LR
 
0087 IF(LJST(20).NE.

008R WRJTF(~,18)
 

00A9 £>3 CO"JTTNlIE
 
(' 

C LOOP THRII I RUN 
0090 no 100 Iy=l,IRUN 

-e-- - -- ------ 
C SET UP FOR LOOP 

0091 SEGGS=O. 
0092 Sll"1N=o. 
0093 CS\JM=O. 
0094 SPRF"G=O. 
0095 SHOLD=O. 
009f, SHAT=o. 

·c-- 
C LOOP THRU LENGTHS 

0097 n~ 10 IK=I.NUMLEN 

NFW DATASET ANn RFJNITIALT7E 

GOTn ~OO 
.•-4-).....)...GO-l-O-3·00 I 

19A 

THRU YFARS 

I 

t-' 
t-' 

.-~--------------------------------------. 

I 

n)GOTO ?3 

NUMRER of YE oARS 

THRU LENGTHS 



,..-

1-1 A I N 

T=(NUMLEN-yKl+l 

CALCULATE LAYERS,MOL1ERS AND f"Of'J-MOLTFRS 
POpLAY(ll=POP(Tl*PROLAY(Yl 

-
NONLAY(Il=POP(Tl-POPLAY(ll 

-M-fH::-TgR-+-I-}'-::~Q.Nb-A¥-(I-W!.QR-Dl'4l-;-T-+J ) I 
NOMOLT(Il=NONLAy(ll-MOLTEP(ll 

("AI CULATE NATURAL MORTAl.ITY 0F LAYERC;,!'J()N-~OLTERS 
PO~LAY(Il=POPLAY(ll*RMOHT 
NO~OLT(ll=NOMOLT(ll*CMORT 

SEPM~ATE LAYING COMPONENT INTO LAYFRS ANI) "'10LTER/LI'IYP~S 
-------I-F--f-GR-OL-A-¥-H+.f4-.-f}--)-iiO-T-O---~7 ~ 

NBOTH(ll=POPLAY(ll*GHOLAY(Tl 
.J IJ S LAY ( I l = POP LAY ( I l - NHOT H ( T l 
NA0TH(!)=NBOTH(ll*AMORT 
popLAy(ll=O 

~ 

DIsTRIBUTE MOLTER/LAYERS AfWlJl\lD PPfOICTF.O POC:;T "10LT 
N 

MEc"\N LE"lGTH 
------~Jl :--t-I-G R-Ow-{-+'-)..--L!:Y-~  6 I 

00 26 K=l,lO 
.)X=JZ+K 

CHECK IF lEGAL SIZE TO G~O\.I INTO 
IF(JX.LT.ll ..Jx=l 
IF (JX. GT. NU~4LFN) JX=NUML FI" 
t~OPl AY ( J Xl == P °PL A Y ( J X) + Gr, 1ST ( t< ) * NH 0 T H ( I l 

ONT I NlJr -----
poPLAY(Il=POPLAY(ll+JUSLAY(I) 
cOl\,T I NUE 

CAlCULATE NATURAL MORTAL I Ty OF MOL TERS 
(I.E. SURV. fGG-lOSEPS.LAST YEARS l~YFRS 
( T HIS YEA R S HAT C HER 5 l + T HIS YF " R S ~1 0 l. T F P S 
MOl TER(!l=MOlTFR(ll+LOST(I)+Hi\TCHS(ll 
'-4nl:-l~R-(!--)..=MOl;--TFR+ 1.)-* AMOk T-- --

Pop(!l=O. 

nlc:;TRIAUTF GRowFRS ARoUNO PRFDICTEn POSTMOlT MEAN lf~GTH 
17=(IGROW(Tl-lSl_6 

00 32 K=l,lO 
IX=IZ+K 

CHECK THAT THIS Ie:; A LEGAL SIZF TO (:,RO\o1 INTO 
! F ( I X• l T.1 ) I x= 1 



----

FORTRAN 

0126
 
0127
 
0128
 
0129
 
0130
 

0131
 
013?
 
0133
 
0134
 
0135
 
0136
 

-01-·3-7--
0138 
0139 
0}40 
0141 
014? 
0143 
0144 

0145
 
0146
 
0147
 
014A
 
0149
 
0150
 
01-51
 
0152
 

0153 
n 15/. 
0155 

9-15 f. ----- 
0157 
015A 
0159 
0160 

0161 
-0-162
 

0163
 
0164
 

IV	 G LEVEL 21 ~1A IN 

IF (I X.GT. "JUMLEN) I X=Nur"'LF"J

POP(IX)=PDP(IX).GDIST(K)*MOLTEP(I)
 

32 CONTINUE
 
poP(I)=POP(I)."JOMOLT(I)
 

30 CONTyNUE
 
G 
C CALCULATE TOTAL FECUNOITY AND CATCH
 

DO 50 IJ=I.NUMLEN
 
J=(NUMLEN-IJ)+l
 
LOSERS(I)=HATCHS(I)~EGLOS 
HATCHS(I)=HATCHS(I)-LOc;FRS(I) 
NEGGS(I)=H~TCHS(I)*FEC(I) 
HOLO(I)=HATCHS(I) 

--------¥PRE-G-.{-I-)-=.bJ~~-W-l ! 
IF(LS+I.GE.LR)P~EG(I)=O. 
CATCH(I)=POP(I)~FMORT 

IF(LS+I.LT.LR)CArCHCI)=O.
 
HATCHS(I)=POPLAY(I)
 
LOST(I)=LOSERS(I) I-'
 

POP(I)=POP(I)-CATCH(I) W
 

50 CONT!NUE 
e 
C	 CALCULATE YEARLY c;UMMATIONS 

no	 31 !=I.NU~iLFN
 
SFGGS=SEGGS+NFGGS(!)
 
SHOLD=SHOLD+HOLO(!)
 
SIIMN=SUMN+POP (I)
 
Cc;UM=CSUM+CATC~(!) 
~pREG=SPREG+PREG(I) 

---------- '5 HA-+==.l'; HAT.. H A-T C l-i ~-!-) -- --- I 
31 CONTyNUE

C	 IF DFT.<\ILED OPTION PRINT YFARLY SI/MMl\TTO~IS
 

TF(LTST(20).NE. o)GOTO <)1
 
WR YT F ( 6 • 1 9) SUM N • ('5 II M • 5 H .t.. T • S H 0 L1) • SF (., G 5
 

51 CONTyNUE 
r. 
C	 CALCI,LATE FINAL C;U"'1 ..",ATION<; 

- -------FEG G S = 1" E-GG-S.~ for; GS- -.-- 

TNU"'1= TNUM +SU~-1N
 

TC::AT=TCAT+CSIIM
 
TPRFG=TPREG+SPREG
 
THAT=THAT+SHQLn
 

C 
C CHfCK IF ANoTHER YEAR wILL C::Ht\\IGF VALUFS 

TF ( c; 1/1"1 N • LT. S T A ~ T I'J ... 0 () 1 ) G (j T () 1 0 1 
---1-0-9- GON-fl·"Il:1F-- ------. -- I 

ilJRITf(6.11) 
101 CONT I NilE 

L... 



...--

FORTRAN IV G LEvEL 21 MAIN 

r: 
c CALCULATE" YIELD VALUFS
 

0165 YN=TEGGS,STARTN
 
0166 PP=TPREG/TEGGS
 
0167 PR=I.-PP
 

---G-16A·- ~RI-l-F·+~~..).....l.NUM,lC JI-+--H- ....A-l"--t--LF;r;G5 , TPQ~.{;, ¥"l. PR ,pp I 
C 
C RETu~m FOR NE~ VALUES OF EXPLOITATIoN RATE ANn RECRUIT LFt\IGTH 
C 

0169 GO TO ?OO 
C **************~************~*~************************* 
C ******************FOR~AT STATFMENTc;**.**~********~***** 

0170 1 FORMAT(?F3.0,4F5.0,4F10.0.I~) 

--0171 2-F-ORM-A-l--f-2-6-A4+---- I 
0112 3 FORMAT(4X,I4,5X,F10.0,F12.4,SX,Fl?4,SX,Fl?4,RX,IlO,AX,F9.()
 
0173 4 FORMAT('OLENGTH(MM) INIT POP. PROP MOLTING PROP LAYl~G
 

+ pqOp MOLT/LAy POSTMOLT LENGTH FFCUNDyTY')
 
0174 5 FORMAT(10 FA .0)
 

~0\7S b FORMAT(AFB.O) 
.l::>0176 B FORMAT(/,' POPULATTON NUMHERSP,F10.2/


+' TOTAL CATCHZ',5X,FIO.2/
 
----.-- -_·--.-'-·--l-Of AI.:--A-V-I-GS:-J·.,.-5X-,F+O-.-21 ~+. TOTAL FGGS:·,SX,F10.0/+. PRFRFCRUIT EGGS:·,1x,FI0.0/


+' EGG yIFLD/RECRUIT:"FI0.0/
+. PROP. RECRUIT EGGS,.,FI0.4/
+' PROP. pRERECRUIT EGGSP,FIO.4)
 
0117 13 FORMATI.nSTART LENGTH:.,15/'ONO. OF LENGTHS:',
 

+IS/'0"10LTING SURvIVORSHIP:',FB.3/'OFGG-LflYING SURVIVORSHIP:',
 
.+ ~8 .-31' ONON~MOL-TI NG·,t.L·I\-¥-fNG-5URV·I-VOl~~H' p.:-.•., F Po.::j/- -- ------- ._
+'OEGG-LOSS MORTALITY:.,FB.3/·OI\ I\t·!1) H OF LOr,lOIFEC)=',
+'A+B*LOGI0(LENGTH) :',?FI0.S/·OA ANI) R OF POST~OLT=., 
+'A+R*PRF"10LT LENGTH:',?FIO.5/'QNO. OF YFAR5:.,IS) 

0178 14 FORMAT('nPROP. OF GROWFRS AROUND PRFDICTFn LENGTH:.,
 
+/10X,10Fq.4)


0179 15 F"ORMilTPOVARIARLF: VALUES FOR Fl(PLOITATJON RATF. A~D PfCRUTT ••
 
+'LENGTH:./IOX,'FYSH. ~ORT.: START STOP INCRF~ENT'·,~FI0.?1
 

-----..'-.-RE-CRlJ!--T--LENGTHS-~-t,SF-e. 0-)- -- - - 
0180 16 FOR MAT ( / " EX PL0 I TAT rON RAT F : • , F b • c , c; x, tf. F=: (" R lJ I T LE ~I GTH : • • I ")1 )
 
01131 17 FOR MAT (' .. * * PRO GRA"1 'oJ E NT E:l E yON nAt.. LOT F n N U J'A R F f( 0 F Yf A q C; * It .. ,)
 

01A2 lA FORMAT('nPOPULATION CATCH OV1GC; HATCHFO.,
+. NO. OF EGGS')
 
0183 19 FORM~T(' ·.3X,F6.?,8x,F6.2,7X,F6.2,AX,F~.?,4~,FIO.n)
 

c ***,,~****."*****"******"**""**********"*"*"**D.URR*D***
 
0184 END
 

-_._- -- I 
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ApPENDIX 3: SAMPLE OF .PROGRAM OUTPUT 

Exploitation rate: 0.80 Recruit length: 81 

Population numbers: 
Total catch: 

509.79 
893.07 

Total ovi gs:
Total eggs: 
Prerecruit eggs: 
Egg yield/recruit: 
Prop. recruit eggs: 
Prop. prerecruit eggs: 

434.71 
5076735. 
2463943. 

5077 • 
0.5147 
0.4853 




